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Hubble 1936 <The Realm of the Nebulae>

Morphology is “the issue”.

When was it installed?
How was it installed?
Is it fixed, changing, evolving?



Theory says “it’s complex”.

(Credit: M. Steinmetz)

Dark matter
Merging history
Baryon physics

'The purpose of computing is 
insight, not numbers.'

Richard W Hamming, in 
Numerical Methods for Scientists 
and Engineers (1962)



Semi Analytic Model of Galaxy Formation (SAM)
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Galaxy merger tree (EPS)
Galaxy Merger Tree (Mstar>109MSUN)                 Actual Merging Number : 2184
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BCG: 4.25x1012MSUNNOW



Galaxy Merger Tree (Mstar>109MSUN)                   Actual Merging Number : 321
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2nd brightest: 4.64x1011MSUNNOW

Galaxy merger tree (EPS)



Galaxy Merger Tree (Mstar>109MSUN)                       Actual Merging Number : 18
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typical spiral: 8.28x1010MSUNNOW
Wikipaedia

Galaxy merger tree (EPS)



Galaxy Morphology Transformation
Variation of B/Ts of Top 100 Massive Galaxies in 1015MSUN Halo
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Progenitor bias

B-V

Mv

black dots: 
   SAM progenitors 
   of present-day Es

z=0.11

z=0.32

z=0.57

z=1.00
Franx & van Dokkum 1996,
Kaviraj, Devriendt, Ferreras,Yi, Silk 2009 =>



Abell 1689 (STScI) 

What does the universe say?



Recent Mass Assembly of Field ETGs
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APPENDIX

ATLAS

Here we present images of all the objects in the sample (Fig. 11). These small images at fixed contrast level do not do the data justice,
but space limitations prohibit an atlas on the scale of Figures 3 and 4.

Fig. 11.—Sample images of the galaxies. Figure 11a shows the 10 spiral galaxies. Figures 11b–11d show the 30 early-type galaxies with a clear disk. Figures 11e–
11m are of the 86 bulge-dominated early-type galaxies (E/S0s). The resolution of the images is not sufficient to separate bulge-dominated or close to face-on S0 galaxies
from ellipticals. Note the ubiquity of tidal features and interactions among the E/S0 galaxies. The color images were created from the B and R images and highlight the
red colors of the galaxies and any tidal features. Gray-scale images were created from the summed BVR (MUSYC) and BRI (NDWFS) images and bring out low surface
brightness features. The length of the white bar is 3000. The classification of tidal features is in the lower left of the gray-scale panels: none, weak, strong (usually recent
merger remnants), or ongoing (when a tidal companion can be securely identified). The companions and double nuclei are not always clear in these images, as the
contrast is optimized for low surface brightness features. All ongoing mergers are shown in Fig. 7, with the companions clearly indicated. [See the electronic edition of
the Journal for additional panels of this figure.]

Fig. 11a

VAN DOKKUM2664 Vol. 130

(van Dokkum 2005)

• ~70% of field elliptical galaxies show 
morphological signatures of tidal 
interactions at z~0.1 (van Dokkum 
2005)

➡ suggested that most luminous field 
elliptical galaxies were assembled 
through “dry” mergers

➡ c.f., pair systems for more distant 
Universe ~30% among massive 
galaxies at 0.4 < z < 1.4 (Bundy et 
al. 2009))



Post-merger Signatures of Red-sequence Galaxies 
in Galaxy Clusters at z~0.1

with Yun-Kyeong Sheen (see Poster)



A3330

2 Mpc

CTIO 4m Blanco: MOSAIC 2 Imaging Data

• μr ~ 27 mag/arcsec2

• FOV covers Rvirial

A389    Rvirial = 2.3 Mpc

A3330  Rvirial = 1.9 Mpc

A2670  Rvirial = 1.6 Mpc

A119    Rvirial = 1.0 Mpc

• Photometric nights with 
seeing < 1”



Hydra Spectroscopic Survey

Abell 3330 (     : Targets, + : Members )

• 200~250 galaxies (r < 19) 
were observed for each 
galaxy cluster



SDSS

CTIO r

Abell 2670 (z~0.076)



Merger Signatures in Red-sequences 
(Sheen’s poster)



Post-mergers Pair Systems Asymm. Spirals



Post-mergers and Interacting Systems in A3330



Spec. Members with Merger Signatures (Mr < -19)

Abell 3330 Abell 2670

Red sq. w/ Sign. 20.5%
(17/83)

21.6%
(22/102)

Blue w/ Sign. 57.1%
(16/28)

51.5%
(17/33)

Ext. red w/ Sign. 36.4%
(4/11)

100%
(1/1)



The BCG of Abell 3330

~200 kpc

c.f., rv(MW)~200kpc



The BCG of Abell 389: triple core?

250 kpc



Summary

• Theory predicts complex merger history in cluster environments.

• merger frequency today 
✴ In clusters, ~20% spec. members in red sequence show merger/pair 

signatures. (c.f., ~70% in the field).

✴ Late-type galaxies are more frequently (~50%) merging (in the outskirt).

✴ field > cluster outskirts > cluster centre

• BCGs seem to go through dry mergers and have complex 
structure.

• SAM models are being calibrated. 

• Observing for more clusters is planned in collaboration with KASI 
(Jaeman Kyung).



Prospect with GMT

• with the same exposure time (~ 1.7 hrs),
✴ Surface brightness will reach to 31 mag/arcsec2 (c.f., 27 mag/arcsec2 

for the galaxies at z ~ 0.1 using CTIO 4m)

• Similar deep imaging will be possible even for clusters at z ~ 
1.5 ( ~ 1 Gyr after the cosmological SFR peak at z ~ 2 ) 

• Ultra-deep cluster survey with GMT

✴ z = 0.2 - 1.5 

✴ 100 clusters pre-selected by LSS surveys (e.g., Chandra, SDSS, LSST)  

✴ ultimate test of galaxy formation theory



감  사  합  니  다.
Kam Sa Hap Ni Da.


